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A selection of flags designed and made by community groups with Kinetika
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ABOUT MURSHIDABAD SILK
Kinetika is an importer of this

Kinetika were very keen to work

The silk is woven in Dangapara,

heritage-quality hand-woven silk from

with this exquisite silk and through

a small village in Murshidabad

West Bengal. Sales support Kinetika’s

the Crafts Council of West Bengal

by 14 families of weavers who are

charitable work and help the weavers

(CCWB) were able to connect

the last generation who have this

to continue their skilled craft.

directly with the local weavers who

skill. Kinetika hope that by creating

Murshidabad silk is now our preferred

still had the original looms and the

a new demand for this silk, they

choice when making batik flags due

required level of skill. Realising that

will encourage this community

to its ability to hold bright dye colours

the weaving skill required for this

to continue this ancient tradition.

and the soft but durable texture.

heritage fabric is in danger of being
lost, Kinetika is now working closely

Find out more, and purchase,

Kinetika is internationally renowned

with Ajoy, a local silk merchant and

from https://kinetika.co.uk/

for creating stunning large-scale

CCWB to make it available in the

about-murshidabad-silk

hand-painted silks, using the

UK to silk painters and lovers who

process of batik to make beautiful

will appreciate how unique it is.

flags, costumes and products for
the last 25 years. While developing
the Silk River project in India,
Kinetika was introduced to a very
fine, high quality 100% hand-woven
silk from Murshidabad, a district
in West Bengal.
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INTRODUCING
Chelmsford CVS is bringing people and groups

flags reflecting our journeys and stories. This

together to deliver C100 – Chelmsford’s new

will form an inaugural exhibition and Walking

mobile celebration of community, creativity,

Festival for the summer of 2022, with the intent

environment, and volunteering.

to build upon this, in years to come, creating
an expanding and connected celebration.

Chelmsford CVS is excited to partner with
Kinetika, and with handpicked local groups

C100 will enable exploration of the journeys

and volunteers that form a golden thread

we’ve been on, walks we’ve taken, and the

through our communities. Together we will

people we’ve met; creating a joyful legacy

produce and showcase a legacy of the talents,

from dark times, championing diversity,

resourcefulness, and spirit that resides across

community strength and the different

the district. We take our inspiration from our

neighbourhood connections that we

beautiful waterways and outdoor spaces, and

can continue to make, with each other.

of course from the people who live among them.
The centrepiece of Chelmsford 100 will be the

Thank you for joining us in celebrating

creation and legacy of 100 hand-painted silk

Chelmsford, and in celebrating each other.

KINETIKA
D E S I G N T H AT M O V E S
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ABOUT

KINETIKA

DE

Kinetika is an internationally

Kinetika now has an unrivalled

Thames Estuary and Milton Keynes,

renowned company, specialising

reputation for working with local

developing online resources to

in creating large-scale handpainted

communities on projects that

facilitate the designs of flags working

silks. For over 20 years we have been

change the way people feel

with local communities.

combining world-class design with

about where they live. From local

community projects to produce

community walks in Essex to high

Have a look at this film of making

spectacular outdoor commissions

streets and city squares across the

the Milton Keynes Flags with

that engage diverse audiences

UK, out to the Great Wall of China,

community groups. https://www.

wherever they work. Founded by

Ethiopia and West Bengal. In 2020/1

youtube.com/watch?v=c5vbJ4tOO

artistic director Ali Pretty in 1997

Kinetika responded to the challenge

zQ&t=15s

and inspired by her training in

of Covid-19 and produced projects

carnival arts in Trinidad and India,

with communities in Essex, the

kinetika.co.uk

Top row:
Land of the Fanns
community flags;
second row:
Milton Keynes
community flags
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TAKING PART
We are delighted to invite you to

personal accounts from individuals.

take part in creating the C100 Silks.

Taking inspiration from recent times
and the area’s beautiful waterways

We will be working with you and

and outdoor spaces, they will all have

your groups to design a set of 100

an emphasis on highlighting a feature

beautiful silk flags that reflect the

or aspect of Chelmsford that deserves

many communities and hidden

celebration and wider recognition.

gems of Chelmsford.
7th to 12th February –You will be
This resource pack is to inspire

assigned a handpicked local artist to

you to get creative with your group

assist you through the entire process

members and to support you through

and there will be zoom sessions led

a step-by-step process in creating

by Kinetika to support you and help

the designs for your groups’ flags.

clarify your ideas.

On 6th February, we will start

During the week of 14th to 18th

meeting most of the groups, and

February there will be face-to-face

come up with a theme for each one.

design workshops in Chelmsford to
start drawing up your ideas assisted

Between 6th and 14th February we

by the team of artists.

invite you to come up with ideas for
each of your 10 flags based on your

Following these workshops, you

selected theme. Your group will be

can use this pack to go through the

encouraged to explore the area local

step-by-step guidelines to perfect

to the group’s activities, research

your designs and stories, to be

and share stories, collect information,

handed back to Chelmsford CVS

take photographs and make

on Monday 4th April. Contact

preparatory sketches ready for

Sally@chelmsfordcvs.org.uk

further workshops. These can be from

or call 01245 351888.

any part of Chelmsford, its’ villages
and South Woodham Ferrers.

The designs will be waxed onto silk
by the Kinetika team and your local

The stories can be based on local

artists, who will lead silk painting

places of interest, historical facts,

sessions in the Kinetika Design

local legends, industry, or famous

Studios during April 2022.

local characters. You can use

You can sign up to visit the studios

interpretations such as poems,

by booking a session through

artwork, or creative writing and

George@kinetika.co.uk
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A community flag project in
Grays. From top: Flag drawings,
painting the silks, and one of
the finished designs

100 FLAGS
The Kinetika team

have long been fans of
Chelmsford artist Grayson
Perry and, so that our
designs work together
as a coherent collective
artwork, we hope to
use his work as one
of our many sources of
inspiration, in particular his
sketchbook drawings for
the Julie Cope tapestries.
We hope to incorporate his
motif of concentric circles
and colour way changes
during the double waxing
of the flags at the Kinetika
Studios in April 2022.
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Clockwise from far left:
Graham Gooch statue;
Grayson Perry vase;
Knife Angel, Central
Park; Hylands House;
Chelmsford Cathedral.
Bottom: Grayson Perry
Room, Chelmsford
City Museum

KINETIKA
FLAG ARTISTS

ALI PRETTY

SARAH DOYLE

Ali Pretty is best known as the founding

After graduating university, Sarah

member and artistic director of the

worked for ten years in the early years

international outdoor arts company Kinetika, which

education sector and has always had a passion for

she founded in 1997 after an established career in

art and inspiring creativity in young people. Sarah is

carnival arts and a growing commitment to community

currently a cake artist specialising in creating sugar

engagement. Ali has collaborated with, and led teams of

models and bespoke cakes. After designing a flag for

artists to deliver large-scale events to diverse audiences

the Tilbury carnival in 2019, she soon fell in love with

all over the world, such as; WOMAD (1985 - 1991),

batik and creating stunning silk flags with Kinetika.

FIFA World Cup (2009), the London 2012 Olympic

Sarah has been working as an artist with Kinetika

and Paralympic Games.

for the past 18 months, supporting several projects
including T100 mandalas, Grays community flags,

In recent years Ali has been developing her practice

Carnival Gold and Beach of Dreams. Sarah loves

to develop transformational walking arts projects with

working with communities and individuals to help

diverse communities. Through these Ali brings people

bring their ideas and creativity to life.

together by walking, talking and painting large-scale
silk creations. Since 2012, Ali has led walking projects

JACCI TODD

in Wiltshire, the Isle of Wight, Lincolnshire, Essex and

Jacci has been an artist with Kinetika

Thurrock, where she has developed an annual walking,

in Thurrock since 2014, leading and

talking and making festival, Thurrock 100 . This

participating in multiple projects including Thurrock

pioneering place-making model has been replicated

100, Silk River, Link Ethiopia, Expo 2016, and Beach

internationally in various forms in Ethiopia, Chile and

of Dreams. After leaving art college, Jacci pursued

India. Her most ambitious project to date is Silk River ,

a career working in the print and design industry

commissioned by the British Council as part of the

as a production manager on fine art catalogues.

UK /India Year of Culture in 2017. Ali has recently

On graduating from university as a teacher she taught

completed Beach of Dreams, leading a 500-mile

art in both mainstream and alternative education

walk involving 500 participants and 500 silk flags

sectors before becoming a freelance artist working

from Lowestoft to Tilbury.

on community art projects.
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RIZWANA SIDDIQUI

ELAINE TRIBLEY

Rizwana Siddiqui has many years’

Born in Birmingham and now based

experience of community engagement

in the east, Elaine Tribley has a studio

and health promotion activities across Mid Essex,

at The Hive in Chelmsford. She has a BA in Fine

having previously worked for Chelmsford Volunteer

Art from St Martin’s School of Art in London, and

Centre and Mid Essex CCG. She founded EMAN CIC in

returned in 2007 to complete a MAFA. Tribley

2010 to support people from South Asian communities,

explores her immediate environments, producing

promoting cultural diversity and skills development

site responsive work with suggestions of belonging

across Essex. She has shared her skill set in a variety of

and nostalgia, and often with a sense of irony. Her

ways including at the Essex Jiangsu Festival, Essex One

work spans photography, drawing, sculpture and

World Festival, Essex Cultural Olympiad, CHP Family Fun

installation, and operates on the boundary between

Days, Chelmsford Fling Festival and Black History Month.

fine art and graphic design. Several of Tribley’s

A passionate and talented silk artist, Rizwana teaches

public artworks are on display at sites across the UK,

and encourages others at weekly silk painting and sewing

and her work is held in the collections of Braintree

workshops; and brings many shared cultural, arts and

Museum, The V&A, Central St Martins and The

craft activities to other parts of Essex.

Gardens of Easton Lodge.

TIMELINE
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FEBRUARY
Design
workshops

MARCH

APRIL

Develop
designs in
groups

Attend painting
workshops at Kinetika
Design studios

Digital capture

Presentation of flags

Each of the finished individual

After the Walking Festival and

designs will be photographed, and

Exhibition, flags will be retained

these pictures will form an online

by Chelmsford CVS so that

gallery which will see the design

they can be made available

married to the description that

for use at local events, festivals

the individual had created.

and for future C100 activity.

DESIGNING
YOUR FLAGS

Tree Dressing
Whatever the weather, rain, cold or
snow, children and their families were
invited to create an annually themed

The 100 flags that you create will be reflecting 100 stories of

object such as bees and birds; one year

Chelmsford. The design of each one is an illustration of your

it was dreamcatchers. The Ranger led

story. We invite you to tell us about it in a brief paragraph

a group walk from Beacon Field down

that gives the audience a little more information about

the track through Coombe Wood to the

your special place.

majestic Pollarded Oak. This tree has
grown for four hundred years and on

Give it a title. Tell us what inspired you to choose this story.

this day played host to the event where

Who or what is the main feature? What do you feel about

the creations were attached to ropes

this place or person?

suspended from the branches.

Kinetika has worked with many groups in this way before.

The ropes were manoeuvred by park

On the right is an example from our recent project called

staff and helpers safely positioned in

Land of the Fanns, written by Bob Rigden, a local person

the tree above. Hot drinks and pies

who looks after Langdon Hills Country Park.

were served by volunteers nearby.
The local Morris dancers displayed

You can read the other stories here: https://kinetika.co.uk/

their traditional dances, ending with

portfolio/land-of-the-fanns. Or explore the Kinetika website

everyone present joining in a huge

for lots more examples – https://kinetika.co.uk/portfolio.

circle, dancing and singing around
the great tree.
When the music ended, all made
their way back up the track –
homeward bound.
The beautiful dreamcatchers were
left blowing in the tree’s boughs,
to be enjoyed by those who passed by.
Tree dressing is no more.
Langdon Hills Country Park is still a
good place to be.
Long may it be.
Story writer / flag designer:
Bob Rigden
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DESIGNING
YOUR FLAGS
IN PREPARATION FOR THE DESIGN
What does your group represent?

EDUCATION

School logo,

ENVIRONMENT / HEALTHY LIVING

Who belongs to the group?

lettering and values, school mosaic,

Flora and fauna in Chelmsford -

Where do you meet?

playground images, surrounding

animals, plants and trees. Outdoor

CVS stakeholders and community

woods, history of your school

sports and activities - where do they

groups will come together to think

or group, map or layout.

take place?

about ideas for their flag design.
Brainstorm ideas, collect images,

ACTIVITY IN THE COMMUNITY

HERITAGE

Chelmsford history

photographs, logos, articles, stories

List your activities - which are your

and stories, old maps, images of

and anything that will help you

favourite? Who takes part, where

woods, forest and original farmland,

start to create ideas for your flags.

do they happen?

local people in history, local
churches, historical events.

Use the following topics to help
your research and ideas…..

LOCAL BUSINESS & TRADERS

Logo or trademark of your business.
What do you sell or make?
Local street map, old photos.

Clockwise from above:
Chelmsford Cathedral;
Riverside Leisure
Centre; Paper Mill Lock;
Chelmsford Museum.
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DESIGNING
YOUR FLAGS
1

DON’T PANIC – we will
support you every step

of the way!

5

When you are happy with
your drawings, go over each

one with a thick black marker pen.

7

Stick them down with
masking tape or blue

tack, ready to return to Kinetika.
Chelmsford CVS will collect your

2

Think about the story for

designs from you and send them

each flag and select 1- 3 key

to Kinetika.

images that will best illustrate it. This

8

could be a building, the landscape,
main character, a logo etc.

Don’t forget to sign up for
a session to come and paint

at the Kinetika Studios in April.

3

Either make a quick sketch,
or compose your photos,

KINETIKA

tracings, logos, etc into a collage

D E S I G N T H AT M O V E S

to map out how these images
might be composed within the flag.

4

When designing your flag,
draw or trace each image

separately on an A3 or A2 sheet
in pencil.

6

Cut out these images leaving
a small border around the

black line and place them on the dot
and cross pattern and experiment
with positioning them until you’re
happy with the composition.
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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT
The following images demonstrate the process from the drawing to a finished flag, including
the layering of the textures that can be created through the double waxing technique.

First layer of
paint after
first waxing

Double
waxing

Second
painting

Finsihed
flag
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DESIGN: MARK MASSEY. PHOTOGRAPHY: MIKE JOHNSTON, KEEP IT 100, MARK MASSEY, SHUTTERSTOCK

THANK YOU FOR
TAKING PART IN

C100

KINETIKA FLAGS
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING
YOUR WONDERFUL DESIGNS
KINETIKA
D E S I G N T H AT M O V E S

100 SILKS,
100 STORIES,
100 MILES

FOR CHELMSFORD

